I
song, all the tracks blended together in my mind, turntable, I was disappointed. Aside from the title got the album out of the wrapper—and onto— the her mantle as the good-girl version of Madonna's recall Madonna; Lauper. is surely bidding to 'retain-
ly posed head shf' simply—must have been—chosen to – too-cute mirror tricks on the front cover., A careful—tail -from the old album cover included in one of the paper. clippinxigs,-_,; with flame-red—hair :an'd blue lip-
Lauper; in fact, it 'was written by Tom Kelly and This space donated by

Wee Herman,...

Our hero, Lauper, dressed in a skirt'of news—:

Was our hero, Lauper, dressed in a skirt'of news—:

n


Still looking for the true Cyndi

9" x 12' Bound Rugs
Starting at $79.95

Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Rugs at Low, Low Prices

Wide Selection • Convenient Location

Cambridge Rug Co.
1157 Cambridge St.
Inman Square Area

354-0740

London Pub & Restaurant
Close to MIT

Located in Central Square. Coming from MIT, turn left just past Purity Supreme

House specialties include:
Veal Cutlet Parmesan ............. $5.75
London Broil ........................ $5.75
New York Sirloin Steak .......... $8.50
Beef Shishkebab ...................... $5.50
Lamb Shishkebab ................... $5.50
Tilamboled Boston Scrod .......... $5.50

Daily specials include:
Soulvakri over Rice ............... $4.95
Chicken Souvlaki ................... $4.95
Crabmeat on Roll ................... $3.95
Greek salad with crabmeat ....... $3.95

12 Central Square, Cambridge
661-8555

not like a happy mixture of oils, but as washed-out

The only way to distinguish between the songs was by which famous vocalist Lauper had found to
back her up. Billy Joel's backing vocals on
"Maybe He'll Know" tended to steal the show. And it
was nice that Lauper has done her part to
promote other female vocalists. But when they have
voices like Suzanna Hoffs and Aimee Mann, and all
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